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This set comprises 40 volumes covering nineteenth and twentieth century European and American authors. These
volumes will be available as a complete set, mini boxed sets (by theme) or as individual volumes. This second set
compliments the first 68 volume set of Critical Heritage published by Routledge in October 1995.
Easy Tiger Notebook: For all Your Writing Needs: Book size: 6"X9", easy to carry 110 lined white pages Great for taking
notes, making lists, brainstorming, goal setting, daily reflections, budgeting Ideal for boys, girls, teens, college or
university students Notebook for back to school supplies, work, exercise and fitness, recipes, and as a diary
The Definitive Source for Clear and Correct Writing Engaging but not flip, thorough but not overwhelming, Writer's Digest
Grammar Desk Reference is the perfect addition to anyone's desk. This guide provides: • Comprehensive grammar
instruction--readers won't need any other guide • Real-world examples and errors from well-known magazines and
newspapers, making the advice even more relevant • A user-friendly package with a concealed wire binding, a colored
tab system, and sidebars for easy reference Practical, thorough, and accessible, Writer's Digest Grammar Desk
Reference speaks to a hole in the market: good grammar instruction that's reader-friendly, fun to read, easy-tounderstand, and correct.
The classic text on writing well, now refreshed and updated—an essential text for writers of all ages. This is the one guide
that anyone who writes—whether student, businessperson, or professional writer—should keep on his or her desk. Filled
with professional tips and a wealth of instructive examples, 100 Ways to Improve Your Writing can help solve any writing
problem. In this compact, easy-to-use volume you'll find the eternal building blocks of good writing—from grammar and
punctuation to topic sentences—as well as advice on challenges such as writer's block and creating a strong title. It is a
must-have resource—perfect for reading cover to cover, or just for keeping on hand for instant reference—now updated
and refreshed for the first time.
Nursing has been described as the most ‘natural’ female occupation of all, embodying the so-called feminine ideals of
tenderness and caring. Yet these ideals are juxtaposed with images of nurses as sex objects, or as ruthlessly efficient
harridans. How have these very different images been constructed? And how do they relate to the reality of nursing - the
close contact with blood, urine and faeces, and the involvement with the rites of birth, illness and death? This book, first
published in 1991, explores the alternative ways different societies have developed to reconcile these contradictions.
Using contemporary, historical and cross-cultural case material, the contributors trace the historical development of the
role, and investigate the expected qualities of nurses within different cultural settings, such as India, Uganda and Japan.
They look closely at ‘the nurse’ as a social construct, and demonstrate how the stereotypes relate to a particular
society's notions of gender. Designed primarily for anthropologists and sociologists interested in health, illness and
systems of health care, this book challenges some of the myths of traditional nursing studies and provides an original
perspective on doctor/nurse/patient relationships.
Robot has lost his arm -- can you help him find a new one? Step into a charming mechanical world invented by a striking
new picture book artist. One morning, a robot wakes up to find he is missing an arm. He and his robo buddy search
inside and outside the house, through a garden, an amusement park, a library and even a candy shop, but it's nowhere
to be found. Where can the arm be, and what might make a suitable replacement? A lollipop? A fish bone? How about a
fork? Can You Find My Robot's Arm? humorously invites children to explore the beautiful and intricate hand-cut images
of Chihiro Takeuchi.
The New York Times Bestseller What if everything you think you know about addiction is wrong? Johann Hari's journey
into the heart of the war on drugs led him to ask this question--and to write the book that gave rise to his viral TED talk,
viewed more than 62 million times, and inspired the feature film The United States vs. Billie Holiday and the documentary
series The Fix. One of Johann Hari's earliest memories is of trying to wake up one of his relatives and not being able to.
As he grew older, he realized he had addiction in his family. Confused, not knowing what to do, he set out and traveled
over 30,000 miles over three years to discover what really causes addiction--and what really solves it. He uncovered a
range of remarkable human stories--of how the war on drugs began with Billie Holiday, the great jazz singer, being
stalked and killed by a racist policeman; of the scientist who discovered the surprising key to addiction; and of the
countries that ended their own war on drugs--with extraordinary results. Chasing the Scream is the story of a lifechanging journey that transformed the addiction debate internationally--and showed the world that the opposite of
addiction is connection.
Essay Writing is a student guide with a mission: to enable students to write better essays and get the grades they deserve by
demystifying the essay-writing process. MunLing Shields places essay writing within the larger university experience for students.
In a clear and easy to understand way the author guides the reader through the process of writing successful university essays by
looking at essay writing in the context of academic communication, academic culture and different learning styles and approaches.
This book: Helps students study more independently and learn more meaningfully to write better essays Offers invaluable insights
into the way tutors see essays Explains why essays are set, and how to understand the rationale behind them Demonstrates how
best to approach answering the question. This highly accessible book offers practical, in-depth guidance on each of the stages of
the essay writing process - planning, drafting and editing - and relates them to the important sub-skills of information-gathering,
reading academic texts, how to get the most out of lectures, referencing and citations, and fluency and appropriateness of style
and language. 'An excellent guide for students new to writing essays at university' - David Ellicott, Senior Lecturer in Youth Justice
and Youth Studies, Nottingham Trent University SAGE Study Skills are essential study guides for students of all levels. From how
to write great essays and succeeding at university, to writing your undergraduate dissertation and doing postgraduate research,
SAGE Study Skills help you get the best from your time at university. Visit the SAGE Study Skills hub for tips, quizzes and videos
on study success!
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The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female hero—through time to face the horrors of slavery and
explore the impacts of racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and now. Dana, a modern black woman, is celebrating her
twenty-sixth birthday with her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California and transported to the
antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been summoned to save him. Dana is
drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave quarters, and each time the stay grows longer, more arduous, and more
dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end, long before it has a chance to begin.
This book provides comprehensive coverage of the initial interview with a gay male client. It first provides a transcript of the entire
interview. It then covers in-depth a set of universal themes, and finally includes commentary on and analysis of the interview from
a range of the most widely used theoretical perspectives. It is designed to teach the foundations of conducting an initial interview
and therapists in training, as well as experienced mental health workers will find it invaluable. --Winner of the Distinguished Book
Award, APA 2011-- Editor is Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Institute for Human Identity Presents a realistic model of
interviewing, and cautions the therapist in training not to grasp for the unreachable; perfection Every chapter in the book discusses
the insights and mistakes by the psychologist conducting the interview
Offers the poet and journalist's political and impressionistic essays for the first time in English, providing a glimpse into the social
and political environment of the Weimar Republic.
Offers a collection of essays by a variety of poets, novelists, critics, and other writers on the process of writing, revision, finding a
voice, seeking an audience, and other techniques of authorship
Economics is not a field that is known for good writing. Charts, yes. Sparkling prose, no. Except, that is, when it comes to Deirdre
Nansen McCloskey. Her conversational and witty yet always clear style is a hallmark of her classic works of economic history,
enlivening the dismal science and engaging readers well beyond the discipline. And now she’s here to share the secrets of how
it’s done. Economical Writing is itself economical: a collection of thirty-five pithy rules for making your writing clear, concise, and
effective. Proceeding from big-picture ideas to concrete strategies for improvement at the level of the paragraph, sentence, or
word, McCloskey shows us that good writing, after all, is not just a matter of taste—it’s a product of adept intuition and a rigorous
revision process. Debunking stale rules, warning us that “footnotes are nests for pedants,” and offering an arsenal of readily
applicable tools and methods, she shows writers of all levels of experience how to rethink the way they approach their work, and
gives them the knowledge to turn mediocre prose into magic. At once efficient and digestible, hilarious and provocative,
Economical Writing lives up to its promise. With McCloskey as our guide, it’s impossible not to see how any piece of writing—on
economics or any other subject—can be a pleasure to read.
This book fills an important niche in legal-writing literature by teaching law students how to write scholarly papers for seminars, law
reviews and law-review competitions. It helps novices and even more experienced scholars to write papers with a minimum of
anxiety. Employing a process theory of writing, the text first describes the enterprise of scholarly writing, and then discusses
techniques for brainstorming, researching, drafting, and revising for substance and style. There are also chapters on footnote
practice, plagiarism, law review editing, and publication. Appendices provide a sample law-review competition paper, answers to intext exercises, and sample syllabi for scholarly writing courses.

Business writing that gets results The ability to write well is a key part of your professional success. From reports and
presentations to emails and Facebook posts, whether you're a marketer, customer service rep, or manager, being able to
write clearly and for the right audience is critical to moving your business forward. The techniques covered in this new
edition of Business Writing For Dummies will arm you with the skills you need to write better business communications
that inform, persuade, and win business. How many pieces of paper land on your desk each day, or emails in your
inbox? Your readers–the people you communicate with at work–are no different. So how can you make your
communications stand out and get the job done? From crafting a short and sweet email to bidding for a crucial project,
Business Writing For Dummies gives you everything you need to achieve high-impact business writing. Draft reports,
proposals, emails, blog posts, and more Employ editing techniques to help you craft the perfect messages Adapt your
writing style for digital media Advance your career with great writing In today's competitive job market, being able to write
well is a skill you can't afford to be without–and Business Writing For Dummies makes it easy!
Provides information on stylistic aspects of research papers, theses, and dissertations, including sections on writing
fundamentals, MLA documentation style, and copyright law.
To be effective, managers have to be skilled at acquiring power and using that power to persuade others to get things
done. This guide offers must-know methods for commanding attention, changing minds, and influencing decision makers
up and down the organizational ladder. The Harvard Business Essentials series provides comprehensive advice,
personal coaching, background information, and guidance on the most relevant topics in business. Whether you are a
new manager seeking to expand your skills or a seasoned professional looking to broaden your knowledge base, these
solution-oriented books put reliable answers at your fingertips.
Writing an amazing college admission essay is easier than you think! So you're a high school senior given the task of
writing a 650-word personal statement for your college application. Do you tell the story of your life, or a story from your
life? Do you choose a single moment? If so, which one? The options seem endless. Lucky for you, they're not. College
counselor Ethan Sawyer (aka The College Essay Guy) will show you that there are only four (really, four!) types of
college admission essays. And all you have to do to figure out which type is best for you is answer two simple questions:
1. Have you experienced significant challenges in your life? 2. Do you know what you want to be or do in the future? With
these questions providing the building blocks for your essay, Sawyer guides you through the rest of the process, from
choosing a structure to revising your essay, and answers the big questions that have probably been keeping you up at
night: How do I brag in a way that doesn't sound like bragging? and How do I make my essay, like, deep? Packed with
tips, tricks, exercises, and sample essays from real students who got into their dream schools, College Essay Essentials
is the only college essay guide to make this complicated process logical, simple, and (dare we say it?) a little bit fun.
Adapted from the novel by Terry Woo
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• Guides students in the preparation of literature reviews for term projects, theses, and dissertations. • Most chapters are
conveniently divided into easy-to-follow guidelines, sequential steps, or checklists. Numerous examples throughout the
book show students what should and should not be done when writing reviews. • Emphasizes critical analysis of reports
of empirical research in academic journals—making it ideal as a supplement for research methods courses. This book
makes it possible for students to work independently on a critical literature review as a term project. • Nine model
literature reviews at the end of the book provide the stimulus for homework assignments and classroom discussions. •
The activities at the end of each chapter keep students moving toward their goal of writing a polished, professional review
of academic literature. • Most examples include material from recently published research. Includes nine model literature
reviews for discussion and evaluation.
Dear Mister Essay Writer Guy, I have a hot crush on the em dash. What does my need to stuff—while simultaneously
fracturing—my sentences—with the meandering, the explanatory, the discursive, the perhaps not-entirely-necessary—say
about me? —Cheryl Strayed Have you ever wished there were an advice columnist for writers, but one who didn’t take
things so damned seriously? This unique writing guide pairs questions sent in by top contemporary essayists with
hilariously witty answers and essays from acclaimed author Dinty W. Moore. Phillip Lopate asks for advice on writing
about your ex without sounding like an ass, Julianna Baggott worries that to be a great writer you must drink like a fish,
and Roxane Gay asks whether it’s kosher to write about writing. Taking advantage of all the tools available to today’s
personal essayist—egregious puns, embarrassing anecdotes, and cocktail napkins—Professor Moore answers these
questions, and more, demystifying the world of nonfiction once and for all. With a tip of the hat to history’s most infamous
essay—Montaigne’s “Of Cannibals”—this book provides rollicking relief for writers in distress.
A disturbing trend faces education in the U.S.--not plagiarism but academic forgery (students purchasing and signing their names
to work produced by others). This book, by a former professional forger, describes the difference between the two and presents
case studies along with an expose of the trade. The author provides a thorough treatment of the topic and reveals the serious
implications for the future of academia. Educators should educate themselves about forgery and join the conversation about
solving the problem.
Covering every step of research, writing, and documentation, Writing from Sources provides a complete guide to source-based
writing. The book builds from fundamental skills -- such as annotating a passage -- to more demanding ones such as integrating
sources smoothly into an original argument. Examples, exercises, and guidance throughout help students gain confidence with
essential concepts, while numerous readings drawn from a variety of sources provide models and practice in every skill.
This book covers all essential aspects of writing scientific research articles, presenting eighteen carefully selected titles that offer
essential, “must-know” content on how to write high-quality articles. The book also addresses other, rarely discussed areas of
scientific writing including dealing with rejected manuscripts, the reviewer’s perspective as to what they expect in a scientific
article, plagiarism, copyright issues, and ethical standards in publishing scientific papers. Simplicity is the book’s hallmark, and it
aims to provide an accessible, comprehensive and essential resource for those seeking guidance on how to publish their research
work. The importance of publishing research work cannot be overemphasized. However, a major limitation in publishing work in a
scientific journal is the lack of information on or experience with scientific writing and publishing. Young faculty and trainees who
are starting their research career are in need of a comprehensive guide that provides all essential components of scientific writing
and aids them in getting their research work published.
Rebecca D. Cox draws on five years of interviews and observations at community colleges, where she shows how students and
their instructors misunderstand and ultimately fail one another, despite good intentions. Eye-opening even for experienced faculty
and administrators, The College Fear Factor reveals how the traditional college culture can actually pose obstacles to students'
success, and suggests strategies for effectively explaining academic expectations.
Keys to Successful Writing, An essay-level rhetoric/reader/handbook, prepares student writers for college, career, and everyday
writing success by illustrating the writing process as a process of reading, thinking, and writing. The distinctive five “key” heuristic
of purpose, focus, material, structure, and style, developed by the author and tested in her classrooms, helps students focus on
the writing process and critical thinking that will make them stronger writers.
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling, punctuation, formatting, and documentation.
In February of 1971, in the Laotian village of Nam Chia, a forty-one year old farmer named Shong Lue Yang was assassinated by
government soldiers. Shong Lue claimed to have been descended of God and given the mission of delivering the first true Hmong
alphabet. Many believed him to be the Hmong people's long-awaited messiah, and his thousands of followers knew him as
"Mother (Source) of Writing." An anthropological linguist who has worked among the Hmong, William A. Smalley joins Shong Lue's
chief disciple, Chia Koua Vang, and one of his associates, to tell the fascinating story of how the previously unschooled farmer
developed his remarkable writing system through four stages of increasing sophistication. The uniqueness of Shong Lue's
achievement is highlighted by a comparison of Shong Lue's writing system to other known Hmong systems and to the history of
writing as a whole. In addition to a nontechnical linguistic analysis of the script and a survey of its current use, Mother of Writing
provides an intriguing cultural account of Shong Lue's life. The book traces the twenty-year-long struggle to disseminate the script
after Shong Lue's death, first by handwriting, then by primitive moveable type, an abortive attempt to design a wooden typewriter,
and finally by modern wordprocessing. In a moving concluding chapter, Smalley discusses his own complex feelings about his
coauthors' story.
“A badass debut by any measure—nimble, knowing, and electrifying.” —Colson Whitehead, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Nickel Boys
and Harlem Shuffle A young woman descended from Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings driven from her neighborhood by a white militia. A
university professor studying racism by conducting a secret social experiment on his own son. A single mother desperate to buy her first
home even as the world hurtles toward catastrophe. Each fighting to survive in America. Tough-minded, vulnerable, and brave, Jocelyn
Nicole Johnson’s precisely imagined debut explores burdened inheritances and extraordinary pursuits of belonging. Set in the near future,
the eponymous novella, “My Monticello,” tells of a diverse group of Charlottesville neighbors fleeing violent white supremacists. Led by
Da’Naisha, a young Black descendant of Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings, they seek refuge in Jefferson’s historic plantation home in a
desperate attempt to outlive the long-foretold racial and environmental unravelling within the nation. In “Control Negro,” hailed by Roxane
Gay as “one hell of story,” a university professor devotes himself to the study of racism and the development of ACMs (average American
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Caucasian males) by clinically observing his own son from birth in order to “painstakingly mark the route of this Black child too, one whom I
could prove was so strikingly decent and true that America could not find fault in him unless we as a nation had projected it there.”
Johnson’s characters all seek out home as a place and an internal state, whether in the form of a Nigerian widower who immigrates to a
meager existence in the city of Alexandria, finding himself adrift; a young mixed-race woman who adopts a new tongue and name to escape
the landscapes of rural Virginia and her family; or a single mother who seeks salvation through “Buying a House Ahead of the Apocalypse.”
United by these characters’ relentless struggles against reality and fate, My Monticello is a formidable book that bears witness to this
country’s legacies and announces the arrival of a wildly original new voice in American fiction.
“[A] stunning tale of academic fraud . . . shocking and compelling.”-The Washington Post Dave Tomar wrote term papers for a living.
Technically, the papers were “study guides,” and the companies he wrote for-there are quite a few-are completely aboveboard and easily
found with a quick web search. For as little as ten dollars a page, these paper mills provide a custom essay, written to the specifics of any
course assignment. During Tomar's career as an academic surrogate, he wrote made-to-order papers for everything from introductory college
courses to Ph.D. dissertations. There was never a shortage of demand for his services. The Shadow Scholar is the story of this dubious but
all-too-common career. In turns shocking, absurd, and ultimately sobering, Tomar explores not merely his own misdeeds but the bureaucratic
and cash-hungry colleges, lazy students, and even misguided parents who help make it all possible.
A weblog or blog is a web platform publishing so-called blog content. A blog could also be one person's work or jointly operated by a gaggle
of individuals. Bloggers tend to use content management systems or blog software like WordPress, Blogger, or Joomla. The blog
environment is understood because of the blogosphere. There are different sorts of blogs – the spectrum ranges from online diaries to blogs
on particular subjects and company blogs. Most blogs have a thematic focus, like travel, fashion, or recipes, and lots of professional
discussions blogs became established as a recognized online media resource. As private users, many companies have discovered blogging
and use corporate blogs to speak with their readers.
WRITING FOR PSYCHOLOGY, Fourth Edition offers concise assistance for students writing their research analyses using APA style. By
providing concrete examples of common errors, the authors show rather than merely tell students what to do and what to avoid. This manual
will help students adhere to the basics of APA style; refine critical thinking skills, library search skills, revising skills, editing skills, and proofing
skills; and avoid plagiarism. Checklists precede a summary at the end of every chapter, giving students the chance to make sure they have
been thorough in their reports. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
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